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1.0 Abstract

Effective use of Probabilistic Safety Analyses (PSA) in the day (o day plant operation is subject of intensive
discussions among plant operators and regulators. There are several possible applications in which the PSA can be
used, among those also to use the PSA approach for the quantification of influence of different proposed design
changes to nuclear safety - influence on public safety - health.
NPP Kr§ko is one of those plants that successfully completed its PSA project, with Level 1 and Level 2 analyses
and effective know-how transfer. It also faces a number of regulatory and internally generated requirements for
different design changes, mainly due to the fact that the plant is committed to continuous augmentation of nuclear
safety. It is considered that the available tools and knowledge should be used and therefore applicable methodology
should be. developed for effective prioritization of proposed design changes by performing cost-benefit analyses for
all major modifications - focusing on their influence on nuclear safety.
Based on the above a new method for priori tizalion of design changes is proposed. The method uses Level 1 results
(in the sense of plant damage states and their frequencies) directly as an input for further processing - first decision
step to decide whether the proposed modification has or has no influence on nuclear safety. In Level 2 analyses the
combination of probabilistic and deterministic approach was adopted. In fact the results of the deterministic
analyses of severe accidents are treated in probabilistic manner due to large uncertainty of results. Finally to be able
to perform plant specific cost benefit analyses so called partial Level 3 was defined. The proposed method was
preliminary tested and it gave favorable results.

2.0 Introduction

With the number of modifications and upgrades required either by the regulatory body or
suggested by different commissions such as IAEA Operating Safety Review Team (OSART)
and International Commission for Independent Safety Assessment (ICISA) there is a need to
have a method for their prioritization. It is obvious that all requested modifications cannot be
implemented in parallel due to technical and financial reasons. From the nuclear safety point of
view it is important that those modifications that have high contribution to the increase of nuclear
safety are implemented first. Having a method that would give the quantitative results it may be
also possible to set priorities for implementation of each proposed modification.
Since NPP Krsko has finished its PSA Level 1 and Level 2, the available tools and knowledge
should be used as much as possible, with necessary additions as needed to be able to use the
delta increase of nuclear safety in the cost benefit analysis.
It has to be recognized that this idea to use the PSA models and knowledge that was
accumulated during the Individual Plant Examination work requested by GL 88/20 with the
supplements came out from the NRC approach in closing the Generic Safety Issues and
published in NUREG-0933 [1] and EPRI report "PSA Application Guide" [2].
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tfUREG-0933 NRC did a prbritization of all generic safety issues, based on WASH-1400
(NUREG-75/14). A safety priority ranking (fflGH, MEDIUM, LOW, and DROP) has

been defined on the basis of risk significance estimates, the ratio of risk to costs and other
jjnpacts estimated to result if resolutions of the safety issues were implemented. It is important to
notice that the risk is defined in [1] as a product of the event frequency by the whole dose to the

V public in the radius of 50 miles. The categories were defined for single unit as follows:
a) HIGH; if the influence of resolving the particular generic issue is:

1) 1000 Man-Rem estimated public dose per remaining reactor lifetime OR
2) 10'5 change in Core Melt Frequency (CMF) (for NEK that would mean

of the order of 20% change in CDF -just for internal events);
b) MEDIUM; if the influence is at least 10% of HIGH category (between 10% to

100% of category HIGH can be either HIGH or MEDIUM depending on costs
for resolution of a particular safety issue);

c) LOW; if the influence is at least 1% of category HIGH (between 1% to 10% it
can be MEDIUM or LOW depending on costs for resolution of a particular
safety issue);

d) DROP; if the influence is lower than 0.1% of the category HIGH;

The other important document is EPRI report [2] which can serve as a high level guide on PSA
applications and provides a consistent framework and decision criteria for performing and
evaluating PSA applications. Among the application areas it mentions also the PSA based
prioritization of plant modifications. This prioritization can be done either based on Core
Damage frequency or Large Early Release Frequency (LERF). LERF is defined as:

Unscrubbed containment bypass pathways occurring with core damage OR
Unscrubbed containment failure pathway of sufficient size to release the content
of the containment (one volume change) within- one hour which occurs before or
within 4 hours after reactor vessel failure;

The criteria proposed in this document acknowledge that the acceptability of a given plant
change is a function of the existing level of risk. For example plant with already low level of risk
would be allowed to somewhat larger changes in relative risk than the plant which has much
higher risk. For the case of CDF, the screening of acceptable changes in risk (level of non-risk
significance) ranges from 0.1% to 100%, depending upon baseline CDF. For the case of LERF,
the acceptable relative changes of risk are similar. In addition, CDF changes in excess of lE-4/yr
or LERF in excess of lE-5/yr are considered to be unacceptable, regardless of baseline value.
There are also other approaches like the one developed and used by the Northeast Utility in
US[3].

3.0 Why plant specific method is needed?

Since our ultimate goal is to use PSA based prioritization results also for cost benefit analysis,
none of the referenced approaches and methods can be used directly as a high level guide. There
are several reasons for that including the following:

a) NPP Krsko does not have the full Level 3 available yet;
b) EPRI methodology does not cover the influence of proposed plant change to all

the released frequencies (all the modifications that could decrease the percentage
of late containment failures at NEK due to dry cavity would be classified as non
risk significant);

c) Methodology used for the prioritization of generic safety issues does not rely on
plant specific analysis and as such is too generic;

d) With regards to the criteria, they are trying to cover all different types of plants
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with different initial values for CDF. For example, if we apply EPRI criteria
NPP Krsko on CDF for the internal events (baseline CDF value is 4.7E-5/ry)>

the modifications that would influence CDF by more or less than cca 10% ^
be classified as risk non-significant and as such would not be further evaluated It
has to be noted that, often small and cost effective plant changes can increaj»'
plant safety significantly.

eriag

4.0 Proposed method

Due to the fact that NPP Krsko has finished both PSA Level 1 and Level 2 analyses (for the
internal events) we should use all the tools and knowledge as a basis for this method. Since the
Level 2 outputs provide the frequencies for twelve different release categories, each of which has
assigned representative Source Term, a further simplified so called Partial Level 3 is suggested.

4.1 Evaluation and analyses of proposed plant changes to PSA Level 1 and Level 2

As a first step an evaluation shall be performed which will show whether or not the proposed
plant change is nuclear safety important. For this first step we should use the screening criteria as
listed in 10 CFR 50.59. This screening process was implemented in NEK several years ago
through a special procedure and is now well established as one of the key steps in the preparation
of plant system (Conceptual Design Package and Design Package for implementation) or
document change (Updated Safety Analyses Report, Technical specifications, plant
procedures,;.). In fact, the purpose of this screening is licensing based - to see which plant
change, test or experiment is changing Technical Specifications or generate Unreviewed Safety
Question. Only those plant system and/or document changes that would need further Safety
Evaluation (if it changes the plant system(s), procedures as described in USAR or modeled in
any other licensing basis document - analysis), would be processed further. For each selected
plant change, further evaluation by PSA engineer and engineer from the deterministic analysis
group should be done. During this evaluation, it has to be checked whether the PSA Level 1
Models are affected. In parallel, the deterministic portion of the PSA (MAAP analyses) could be
evaluated to see whether the modification is changing the MAAP nodalization or any of the
inputs (assumed conditions and characteristics) to MAAP analyses performed either in the scope
of PSA level 1 analyses (success criteria, best estimate determination of different times) or PSA
level 2 analyses (phenomenological evaluations, source term analyses, etc.). Figure 1 shows the
most important steps to be performed in such an evaluation.

We can distinguish several levels of influence on PSA Level 1 and 2 analyses (see Figure 1
and 2):

NO INFLUENCE
If the proposed plant change influences the PSA model Level 1 but the change of the
CMF is less than 2% (looking just at internal events this would mean an absolute change
by more than 0.1E-5/ry) and if there is no influence on Level 2 analyses then the plant
change is risk insignificant.

SMALL INFLUENCE
Plant change influences PSA Level 1 results (new CDF) but there is no new Plant
Damage States (PDS) AND the modification has no influence on Level 2 analyses, to
this case only requantification of the Level 2 and calculation of the difference in the risk
(toward the original) shall be done.
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LARGE INFLUENCE
Plant change influences PSA Level 1 results and new Plant Damage State(s) appear(s),
AND/OR the modification has influence on Level 2 analyses. In case that there is no
influence on MAAP nodalization, we have to check if the new PDS is adequately
presented by the existing representative Source Term analysis. If this is not the case, then
affected deterministic analysis shall be repeated and new representative Source Term
defined.

Figure 1. Overview of PS A based prioritization method for plant changes
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Figure 2. Detailed overview of the PSA based method for prioritization of design
changes
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Level 2 requantification and calculation of the difference in the risk (compared to the
original) shall be done at the end. If the inputs to the deterministic analysis are changed
(assumptions,..) then the affected MAAP analyses shall be repeated and results processed
through Level 1 model.

VERY LARGE INFLUENCE
Plant change influences PSA Level 1 AND/OR Level 2 analyses in the sense that certain
phenomenological evaluation shall be repeated. In this case we have to assess the
affected Containment Event Trees, repeat all the affected deterministic analyses and
assign new probabilities to the affected phenomenological questions. After, Level 2
requantification and calculation of the difference in the risk (compared to original) shall
be done.

4.2 Partial Level 3

Generally the risk can be defined as the product of the probability of an event by its
consequences. In our case the so called nearby risk would be define as

where
R, is the risk for a particular release category (12);
Pi probability of a particular release category;
Da cumulative dose after 48 hours from the transient start on the border of the plant
exclusion zone (500m from the reactor) due to released source term; and

DH = Ac,,x(H/Q)x DKFtt 2

where
Acu overall activity of the released radionuclide (or a group) after 48 hours from the start
of the transient;
H/Q dispersion factor - yearly average ;
DKFu dose conversion factor for a particular radionuclide or group;

The overall so defined nearby risk is the sum of the risks due to all release categories.

12

R =

For the cost benefit analysis we need to estimate the dose to the public to be able to convert that
dose to the associated costs. Instead of doing this, which means in fact Level 3 analysis, we will
use the risk defined above at the boundary of the exclusion area and use the scaled dose price.
Instead of using standard price (1000 USD/man-Rem ) we will calculate the scaled price from
NUREG-0933 .

5.0 Test case

Station Blackout (SBO) is the event that contributes the most to the total core damage frequency
in Krsko NPP. Plant specific actions and potential plant changes were requested by USNRC
(10CFR50.63) to reduce it. Unresolved safety issue 23 (RCP seal failure) is also related to
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Station blackout. The Slovenian Nuclear Safety Administration issued a licensing amenc
(enforcing 10CFR50.63) according to which Krsko NPP performed a SBO analysis. One (

important conclusions is that Krsko NPP should be able to tolerate a 4 hour duration of 1(

all AC power. Related to this new requirement and finding in the SBO analysis that in the G
loss of all AC power,we would be loosing 75 gpm through the unisolated letdown line, we
faced with a few possible modifications. There are mainly three that can be evaluated by
PSA:

• installation of a additional isolation valve on the letdown line,
would close on SBO event (air operated valve);

• replacement of the 125 VDC batteries (capacity based on 2h SBC
LOCA) by new ones of higher capacity (4 hour SBO);

• replacement of the RCP seals with the high temperature resistant se

5.1 Analysis of influence of the different possible modifications

The addition of a third isolation valve on the letdown line and increasing the capacity <
batteries (from 2 to 4 hours) would influence Level 1 model on SBO event tree, by increasi
time available to restore the power (offsite or from DG) since new assumed leakage wo
just 50 gpm and not 125gpm as initially assumed. We reanalyzed all the affected MAA1
which provide inputs to the Level 1 model. All the affected times were increased as she
Table 1.

Table 1. Influence of third letdown isolation valve and DC battery capacity adequate
hours SBO on key MAAP analyses - inputs to Level 1

MAAPrunID

SBO3C (2hours SI and
AFW, no depressurization)

SBO6A (2hours SI and
AFW, depressurization)

SBO3D (4hours SI and
AFW, no depressurization)

SBO6B (4hours SI and
AFW, depressurization)

Original results (125gpm)
(core temperature > 923K

(hours))

6.6

10.7

9.5

14.8

Revised results (50 gp
(core temperature > 92

(hours))

6.95

11.0

9.6

14.8

It is somewhat surprising that by this increase in available time we did not get any sigi
change to the SBO core melt frequency. The overall change in the CMF is also lower th;
The main reason for that is that the probability for basic event - named CNU does not c
The probability for core uncovery (core damage) is 0.98 after 2 hours and stays almost th
even if the primary coolant inventory would be lost at slower rate. It appeared that thi



Baent and its probability is contributing the most to the overall SBO initiated CMF and is result
Tthe [7] which was developed for old seals.

On l&fd ^ the analysis of the influence of the proposed plant change shows that release
category RC5A (Intermediate (time frame III) containment failure, no molten core-concrete
attack) could potentially be affected. We reanalyzed the representative RC5A MAAP case
SBO63 37 and found that there is no change in the representative released source term.

The conclusion is that the most limiting is the probability of the CNU basic event (probability that
the seal failure would cause core damage - derived from [7]), which could be decreased only by
installation of the high temperature resistance seals. The other important conclusion is that
neither of the other two modifications (additional letdown isolation valve and increased DC
batteries capacity) does significantly decrease (more than 2%) the overall CDF, nor we get any
change of the representative source term which could be converted to the public risk.

5.2 Current status and further actions

SinceJECrsko NPP installed high temperature resistance seals (O rings on Seal No.2) two years
ago, this probability of the basic event CNU shall be reassessed. Krsko NPP also extends the DC
batteries capacity from 2 to 4 hours. We believe that this would have a substantial effect on
reduction of SBO CMF and as a consequence also on the reduction of public risk, but as we
already said the PSA model Level 1 should be in the scope of living PSA updated as a first next
step. After doing this, the reassessment of the last modification (addition of a third air operated
letdown isolation valve) could be done.

6.0 Conclusion

PSA as a tool for plant modification prioritization can be effectively used. The proposed method
can be effectively used as shown by favorable results of the test case. For effective cost benefit
analysis the partial Level 3 analysis shall be done as a next step. This will provide the baseline for
evaluation of any plant risk significant change in the future.
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